Report Reveals Medicare Will Run Out of Money in 2026
If you’ve been following FYZICAL
for the last year or so, then you
already know the lifespan of
Medicare has been expected to
end in 2030. Unfortunately, a
new report from the program’s
trustees reveals Medicare will
run out of money even earlier: in
2026.
This report also reveals that
Social Security will be insolvent
by 2034, and “the total annual
cost of Social Security is
projected to exceed total annual income in 2018 for the first time since the Reagan era,
meaning the program will have to tap into reserves.”
Federal deficits and debt continue to rise, which means there is less wiggle room for
policymakers when “the day of reckoning finally arrives for Social Security and Medicare.”
What does this mean for healthcare?
For healthcare providers, this means Medicare will only pay part of their agreed-upon fees.
Physical therapists and other healthcare providers are already seeing the effects of this decline
of Medicare and Social Security. This is why reimbursements continue to decrease year after
year. It will only get worse over the next eight years until Medicare disappears altogether.
Okay, so what does this mean for me?
This means that your business that you’ve dedicated your time and energy and LIFE to… will be
in jeopardy. With declining reimbursements, and soon the end of Medicare as we know it, you
can’t continue to do business the same way and expect to survive.
Before you go running for the hills, there is an answer to remaining independent and growing
your business despite this challenging future in healthcare. The answer is the new business
model set in place by FYZICAL. FYZICAL is a decade ahead of the game.
Many forward-thinking clinicians have already realized that prevention is the future of
healthcare. No longer is it profitable to provide only reactive care. Preventative services are the

answer to enhancing patient care, beating competition and increasing revenue. All of which are
essential to the survival and growth of your business.
So, now you know prevention is the key to growing your business and surviving in this industry,
what’s your plan?
•
•
•
•

Do you have a plan to provide the right holistic services for your market?
Do you know how to bill for these services?
Do you know where to get training and certifications in these services?
Do you know how to market these services in your community to increase referrals AND
direct access patients?

FYZICAL has a step-by-step plan to guide you through this journey towards holistic care in your
practice. FYZICAL has done the research, experienced the results and formulated the business
model that will ensure your success through year 2026 and beyond. If you don’t already have a
plan, you don’t have to reinvent the wheel!
If you’re still reading this, congratulations for being one step ahead of the other private practice
owners who have said “I’m doing OK, I don’t need FYZICAL.” Wish them luck!
The bad news is, if you’re still reading this, you probably don’t know the answers to the
questions mentioned above. That’s okay, your next move can change all that!
Don’t waste any more time – obviously the Medicare and Social Security problem is creeping up
faster than anyone ever imagined. You NEED to explore FYZICAL to determine if this business
model is right for you.
Schedule 20-30 minutes of your time with one of our FYZICAL Advisors to learn more about the
FYZICAL business model and the future of healthcare. All you need to do is call 941-227-4122
today to schedule a call. From there you will learn how to boost profits, increase referrals,
create additional income streams, increase your freedom, improve your marketing and so
much more!
All you have to do is call – it’s as easy as that. Your future in private practice depends on it.

Call a FYZICAL Advisor today 941-227-4122.

